
The sum of the ages of Raj and Ben is 37 years. 5 years ago, Raj's age was
twice of Ben. Find their present ages.
Answer:

one is 14 the other is 23

Answer:42

Step-by-step explanation:

Solve for -(6h+7)+8=-19
When beginning to research a given topic its important to
A submarine at the surface dives 650 ft and then another 125 ft. Express the final depth as an integer.
Where would we find the point (–10,0)? A. Quadrant III B. y-axis C. Quadrant II D. x-axis
A reticulocyte count indicates that 5% of Tyler's red blood cells were reticulocytes. His blood test also indicated he had polycythemia and a hematocrit of 65%.
Explain the connection between these three facts.
1) Decides the following sentence is correctly conjugated in the imperative (mandato). Comes mucho.

incorrecto
correcto

2)Decide whether the verb underlined in the next sentence would be in the indicative mode or the subjunctive mode.
She said I need to BRING this
How many dynasty's were in China
What is the solution to the linear equation?

4b + 6 = 2 – b + 4
The difference between absorption costing net operating income and variable costing net operating income can be explained by the way these two methods
account for ________. a. all overhead costs b. fixed overhead costs c. selling and administrative expenses d. variable overhead costs
Lori made a spreadsheet to track her weekly exercise. columns b-h are monday-sunday, row 2 is cardio, and row 3 is strength training. which cell should lori use



to track her 30 minutes of cardio on wednesday?
The House Insurance Committee is hearing testimony from the Texas Department of Insurance about the effectiveness of recent procedural changes within the
department. Which legislative function is this committee demonstrating?
Which is not a way to accelerate an object? a.speed it up
c.change its direction
b.slow it down
d.apply balanced forces
The solar system formed from the A. grouping together of asteroids.
B. explosion of an interstellar sun.
C. collision of two massive stars.
D. collapse of an interstellar cloud.
Which type of pronoun is used to refer to nonspecific people, places, or things? A. indefinite B. demonstrative C. relative D. interrogative
Land and air are examples of _____. capital goods natural resources human resources
Jordan visited a sporting goods shop. The salesperson knew that he had a fear of bugs and used this fear to sell him extra camping gear. This is an example of
_____. an advertisement
a warranty
a deceptive sales technique
an honest sales technique
You deposit $675 in an account that earns 3.4% annul interest compounded twice a year. A. Write a function that represents this situation. B. Find the balance in
the account after 2.5 years
Which is the BEST example of how the physical geography of the region slowed the construction of the Panama Canal? a. Protests from the local citizens of
Panama interfered with American work schedules.
b. Many workers were killed or sickened by malaria and yellow fever carried by mosquitoes.
c. Arguments between government leaders of the United States and Panama slowed its construction.
d. American contractors were forced to bring in new equipment to replace older, outdated French equipment.
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